1. This applies mostly to Fox News. The other media outlets have totally tried to
politicize it. If Trump cured covid they would impeach him for putting drug companies
out of business!
2. They only report or make up negative news, whatever they think will hurt Trump
3. As usual, some of the media agencies are doing a great job, while others are not. It
worries me about how many people may only b hearing information from the not so
appropriate sources.
4. There are no unbiased sources of info (including me). One must consider the
worldview of the info provider.
5. The media seems incapable of telling the truth. And the socialist media is censuring
the truth!
6. I’m appalled at the coverage from main stream media. I believe it’s propaganda.
They are making things worse while the Trump administration is doing all they can. So
impressed with Trump and Pence! So blessed to see the good Americans are doing to
help, be kind, pray, meet needs!! Media is the opposite.
7. There is much fake news being spread. Watch Del Bigtree with the HighWire for
unbiased reporting on the facts. Be informed, not told what to think.
8. Most of the information is to promote fear, not fact
9. I resent the liberal media spinning their perspective to criticize Trump ALL the time...
10. The McClatchy news organization is not telling us the truth. There are no honest
regional news outlets. The major national organizations such as CNN, MSNBC, NPR,
etc are in the pay of Russia and China and only publish lies.
11. Fox News is only news carrying truth; the rest are negative opinion pundits &
Democratic extensions of bleeding heart views & attitudes.
12. Federal info is great. I read the Wall Street journal daily and watch the Presidents daily
press conferences. It’s much less local and state info.
13. They need to give more details regarding where the cases are originating in the
county and more information on what is in the federal 2 trillion dollar emergency
spending bill.
14. too much pink elephant here! Let's hear instead how many people are well. % wise to
the population instead of the doom and gloom. Lars Larson is one of these.
15. If anything, too much info.
16. There has to be other news to report on!
17. The media are not just wrong, they're wrong as wrong can be. It's all agenda driven
crap. Even Fox and Drudge aren't as good as they used to be. Fox is becoming
mushy and Drudge is becoming sensational.
18. I don't know who to believe anymore!
19. Too much media coverage with incorrect information
20. too much political exploitation, would like to hear how many recoveries there have
been rather than fixate on deaths
21. The media has politicized this crisis. It's truly criminal.
22. I follow the CDC and the Health Department.

23. Its become so apparent there is a bias in the major networks to "Hate Trump" there
are few networks willing to tell the truth and not the little half truth white lies they
spread. Sad day when you must fact check the those who are supposed to deliver the
news and truth.
24. seems to be inaccuracies appearing almost daily.
25. Only listen to Fox news.
26. The media, as controlled by leftists, is painting a political (socialist) picture. They are
failing to recognize the notable milestones, and only preaching doom and gloom. In
addition, the malaria drug, zinc and azithromycin is standard protocol for people
needing ventilators. The media is not covering it, mainly because it's perceived to be
an extreme propaganda tool of the left wingers.
27. Instilled fear, bias information, not waiting for official reports.
28. The media are doing fine. Overkill, if anything. The local Command Center is doing a
horrible job locally, while the Bellingham Herald is surprisingly covering it well
29. Most AP news is just a shill for the left
30. The MSM at all levels is a mouthpiece for propaganda spread by the government.
There is little consideration given to the many alternative media sources with content
provided by learned critical thinkers.
31. Local media is controlled by Democratic narrative which means they lie. It’s done do
they can control their power & keep the fear mongering going to the public they want
to control.
32. How about letting people know that we do not really have a true mortality rate.
Testing has been limited and the moderate to severe are tested. Most of the mild are
not tested and you do not have a true denominator for calculating mortality. See
Princess Diamond cruise ship for a closer idea I’d real world, because everyone was
swabbed
33. I think the media is a bit overkill. It's really getting old hearing how many new cases
and new deaths. At least they could add to it how many people have recovered.
34. I don't listen to regular media outlets.
35. They’re all like to talking about but no progression analysis and suggests.
36. I have not confidence in the mainstream media. I lack 100% confidence in the
government and their dealing with reality and following the constitution as it was
intended.
37. To be honest, most of my media consumption is via radio or internet, do not
subscribe to newspapers.
38. We are being lied to. Leaving important things unanswered causes the crazies to
come up with theories. You cannot trust agenda based media. You cannot trust state
govt. Im starting to think we can no longer trust ANY govt anymore. Its ridiculous
having to read between the lines and be left to outright bs known lies or having to sift
thru conspiracy theories to find the puzzle pieces.
39. Again where are possible sources when an outbreak happens? I don't know of a any
personal cases.
40. Inslee and the state are doing great. Whatcom county less so. The fed is totally
dropped the ball.
41. depends on who you get your news info from
42. I just don't like the scare tactics the news uses to put us in a state of fear.
43. The media are to blame for panic over this virus. more people die from the flu every
year or car wrecks.
44. I think there is way too much talk about, there are other things going on that are not
being reported.

45. Looks like advertising not showing any educational information.
46. As usual the media gets a poor grade from me. They are only looking to find blame
and push a biased agenda.
47. They give you the news, but always with a slant to the Left.
48. At last count 21 people have died of C-19 in Whatcom County, but without names
identifying them, it's hard to sympathize or support their families or grieve yourself.
49. State and local authorities in the Health Department really limited the information
and type of news we would see and practically closed shop to the public. They have
kept some things under their hats that should have been out in the open. The
Shuksan care facility being just one example. That became generally known far too
late.
50. There is plenty of information. I tend to listen to those in authority and not the media
who tends to blow everything out of perspective and want to make this a divisive
issue. We are in this together and working together, we will overcome. I only want the
facts and don't appreciate fear mongering. I do understand that the coronavirus
pandemic was not fully understood and the beginning and that information has been
evolving. That is fine, Just give the facts as they are and be willing to update and
correct when new more correct information is available.
51. Being informative and transparent is one thing.But blowing it out of proportion is
another. There needs to be perspective on this virus, as compared to lives lost due to
influenza, cancer, natural disasters, and any number of other things.
52. We like to listen to the President's words directly on his daily report from which we can
see and hear what's really going on. Conservative talk radio is the other source for us
to depend on.
53. It is all you hear on local and national news at some point they need to cover other
events and stop repeating gov. Inslee edicts
54. I never believe anything coming from the liberal press. Why should I start now to
believe most of the media lies?
55. Fail
56. Just last night KOMO reported on the race demographics of COVID deaths. 99% of the
coverage refers people to state rhetoric mills - it's not coverage of what's actually
going on in hospitals or on the street. They could interview people at stores, but ohno they cover 'officials'
57. media is quoting all of their facts from the leftist playbook all on the leftist side
without facts and lying and twisting the media to attack trump shame on them
58. They're adding fuel to fire
59. Insufficient focus on the devastation caused by the shutdown.
60. Other than the Bellingham hearld emails, I haven't heard much of anything about
whatcom county. I know about school because my sister works for one.
61. Good job focusing on how people are going out of their way to help others. Not so
good on statistics/facts coverage and too much doomsday prognosticating.
62. I do not trust information from "official" sources who have centuries old practices of
keeping the "people" in the dark while they protect their agendas.
63. Have to filter the hype and hysteria that biases some sources. Need to use many
sources to shift out the truth.
64. Actually I'm getting sick of it. The models keep changing the numbers keep changing
and then I'm not given us any definite anything for example, how many people have
already had this virus and didn't even know it how many people are asymptomatic
and don't know it and they don't talk about the underlying health issues of every
single victim and it's just a big guess at the expense of peoples livelihoods!

65. They concentrate too much are the largest cities and don't seem to give the rest of
the country any coverage.
66. Local media - pretty good State media - sometimes ok National media - mostly
propaganda
67. No desire to deliver information that helps the citizens understand the actual risks or
all the risks involved with intubation and ventilators versus the risk of the anti malarial
treatment. Also the death reports as sadly lacking in detail - we don’t need names
but we should know ages , area and frequency of travel and underlying health
conditions.
68. The question needs to separate the "fair and balanced" media (Fox et al) from the
Trump/conservative hating, talking point groupies (CNN, all 3 networks + NPR, NYT,
Wapo et al)
69. There is no comparable numbers being offered alongside the corona deaths, such as
flue deaths, traffic deaths, suicides, homocides, cancer deaths, heart disease deaths,
etc. The numbers are proportional wrong. Due to lack of testing, the total infections,
death rate and overall severity is totaly way off base and thereforestation the
shutdown of the ENTIRE US economy is unwarranted and wreckless
70. The media outlets need to be held responsible. For the lies they spread and the fear
mongering the have created.
71. Media is fake news
72. Some media, even the most biased, is reporting most of the same facts. What they
are not reporting is big picture, comparisons to regular flu. Too many media outlets
are stoking the fear.
73. The local and national media are doing all they can to put the blame on Trump, overblowing it. Does anybody remember the Swine flu epidemic of 2009-10, which killed 1
million Americans? No, because the media didn't give us 24/7 coverage of it like
they're doing now.
74. Media publish according to their preconceived political agenda, no investigative
curiosity of note.
75. I don't feel like the information is accurate or timely. One day we need more beds,
supplies and ventilators the next day we have a surplus and the equipment is being
shipped elsewhere. I wonder how desperate our situation really is.
76. They all lie all the time and politicize everything, so I don’t necessarily believe
anything anyone says. I’ll go with my own education and common sense, thank you.
77. This a very serious issue but at year’s end is likely to be towards the bottom of the
Top Ten causes of death in the U.S. I think the Regional media doesn’t understand
that. It’s a delicate balance between providing appropriate information “infearmation”
(fear mongering). Reality is that over the next 8 months ~ 80% of usToo often I
believe it leans too far to the infearmation side.
78. Lying with statistics
79. I try not to watch the news that much.
80. I tune in to Fox news daily. They seem to be the only ones presenting a balanced
opinion.
81. Media uses this to criticize president.
82. There are so many conflicting opinions being reported on that it is hard to know what
to believe.
83. Almost to much information overload
84. I could do with less sensationalism and drama.
85. The daily updates by the Covid Task Force have been important to me so I don't have
to sift through "fake news." I don't trust much of National Media.

